Sesame portal:

Browser settings
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1 Recommendations

Compatible browsers with Sesame portal are:
- Firefox (we recommend ESR version, it ensures the same level of security while being more stable in the context of a professional use)
- Internet Explorer
- Google Chrome (except inventories)

However, for optimal operation, it is necessary to authorize the opening pop-up Sesame.

When launching a pop-up Sesame your browser controls its opening and ask you if you want:
- do not open it,
- open it only this time,
- always allow pop-ups for Sesame

Here's the warning for Firefox:

Choose "Allow pop-ups for admsun40.epfl.ch":
Here's the warning for Internet Explorer:

Choose “Always Allow”:

Here’s the warning with Chrome:

Choose “Always Allow” pop-up: “https://admsun40.epfl.ch:52000”:

However if you have difficulties in opening pop-up, the following procedure for each browser will help you.
2 Firefox

2.1 Firefox settings

Go to the "Tools" menu or the parallel bars to the right:

Click Options:

Choose "Content" and "Exception":
Enter the address to be allowed: https://admsun40.epfl.ch:52000 and https://admsun40.epfl.ch:52100:
2.2 Installing Firefox ESR

ESR (Enterprise) version guarantees optimum safety and stable operation. Updates to this release are automatic.

ESR version has a different numbering but corresponds, apart from some new features, to the latest version of Firefox.

Here is the link to the download page - please choose the language first and then the corresponding operating system:

https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/organizations/all/

3 Internet Explorer

Go to the wheel on the right => choose "Internet Options":

![Internet Explorer Options Menu](image)
“Privacy” tab and button “Settings”:

Enter the address to be allowed: admsun40.epfl.ch
Confirm by clicking on "Apply"

4 Google Chrome

Go to the 3 points to the right of the screen => Choose "Settings"
Select "Advanced Settings" at the bottom of the page:

Choose "Content Settings"
Choose "pop-up windows"

Click "add"

Enter the site names to allow https://admsun40.epfl.ch:52000 and https://admsun40.epfl.ch:52100 and confirm by clicking on "Add":

https://admsun40.epfl.ch:52000